It is well established that nuclei in the region 150.< A <190 have sizeable prolate-spheroidal deformations, and consequently have well-defined rotational bands built on the various intrinsic levels. In the present work rather high~lying members of the ground.;.state rotational bands of a number of even-even nuclei in this region have been studied following heavy ion reactions of the type, Ho barding energy has been adjusted in each case to give predominantly the particular even-even nucleus desired. We have studied the conversion electron and gamma-ray spectra from such targets during the 3 msec beam burst of the Hilac in order to observe the 1 deexcitation of the final nucleus to its ground state.
The rotational transitions connecting states having spins up to about 12 were·normally very well-defined, and could be identified without question. Some
. of the transitions between higher-spin states were equally well-defined, but others were included among several unassigned transitions of comparable energy and intensity.
Obviously, these latter assignments arc not completely certain, and for the present discussion we have included only transitions whose association with the ground state rotational band is highly probable. A thorough discussion of assignments will be Presented, together with the detailed experimental data, in a more complete publication.
E(I ~ I-2); From the transition energies,/we define the rotational constant, ~' as follows:
where ·~ represents the moment 'of inertia appropriate to the transition~. In Fig. 1 . I log ~ has been plotted versus I for the nuciei studied. At low spins, the general features of this plot are well known: (1) a regular decrease! in~· with increasing ·. i spin; and (2) i'r'om the stucl::/ of vil,rational states in deformed nuclei indicates that the p-band
is aO~lixcCl into tb.e g-.cCn.md state· rotat-ional band some 10 t·imes more heavily tha."""l is t!1e ~-band, and the deviations of the ground state band from a perfect rotor c:an be· 18.rc;ely accoun;ted for at low spins by a perturbation treatment of such (3-· g-.cound mi:xing; 4 J5· and (3) ~he average change in moment of inertia with spin observed in this study is about a factor of hroJ which indicates that an attempt to e}..-plain this should avoid using perturbation theory.
.
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In a model} therefore, we must look (2) above we have set -y (asyrrJnetry parameter) equal to zero and, therefore, have looked only at the effects calculated due to non-rigidity with respect to (3 deformation. As mentioned by DC this amounts in th~ ~~ound state band to accounting for the centrifugal expansion of the nucleus, an4·hence it seems ~ "P!Iiori most consistent with observation (1) above .
. l:
A comparison of the Hf 170 data with the DC solution is shown in Fig. 2 .
The ordinate here is the r~tio, AI+ 2 /AIJ which is ~elated to ·the slope of Fig. 1 . . 8 , but many barid members are known. Therefore an average ~ value is determined for the band as a whole. . . Grabmvski, Nucl. Phys. ·15, 533 (1960) .
h C. J. Gallagher, H. L. Nielsen, and 0. B. Nielsen, Phys. Rev. 122, 1590 (1961 f B. Harmatz, T. H. Handley, and J. H. Mihelich, Phys. Rev. 123,_1758-(1961 .
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... _;:'·,. The circles are the experimental data for Hf 170 , a.!ld the curves are:
--· the non-adiabatic Davydov-Chaban calculation w·ith y= 0;.
---AI(I+l) + BI 2 (I+l) 2 'fitted to the 2+ and 4+ energies; and -·-· the previous expression 'plus the term CI 3 (I+l) 3 fitted to the 2+, 4+, and 6+ energies. . ' .'
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